JOIN OUR “JWRI DOJO” PROGRAM!

JWRI DOJO PROGRAM

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO JOIN AND CONNECT IN OUR PROGRAM?

See here for JWRI Introduction Video

- **Program**: Research activities in JWRI, Osaka University
- **Eligibility**:
  1: The candidate must be a Master or a PhD student in a country or a region outside Japan and wishes to have a research experience in JWRI (Special Research Student).
  2: The candidate must have obtained a bachelor's degree or expected to obtain the bachelor’s degree from a university before the program starts or holds equivalent or higher academic and research ability. The candidate should also wish to continue his/her studies at the Graduate School of Engineering of Osaka University after the Program (Research Student).
- **Program Period**: More than 91 days up to 1 year
- **Requirements**:
  - Enrolled as a Special Research Student/Research Student of JWRI during the program period.
  - The program period must include the date of the 1st of May
  - Obtain a “student” visa before your arrival
- **Financial Aid**: After being selected for the DOJO Program, JWRI will provide a grant for covering the expenses needed, including travel/accommodation/tuition fees (**note**: there is a maximum support limit).

See here for details (**application for the fiscal year 2019 has been closed**)
- Application Guidelines 2019
- Types of financial aid provided in the DOJO program
- Application Forms

Joining and Welding Research Institute (JWRI), Osaka University
[Contact Us] JWRI Administrative Office: setugouken-syomu@office.osaka-u.ac.jp